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Cynthia purchases an 
order of 425 comic 
books for $700.00.  She 
plans to mark the price 
up by 90%.  What will 
she charge her 
customers for one 
comic book?
What would be the price 
including tax for one 
book in NB?

Unit price

Markup

Sales Tax

Common Discounts...

•  70 % off
•  save $30
•  BOGO
•  1/2 price

Copy these two notes...
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This Way: That way:
Focus... How much is taken off? Focus... 

How much do you still have to pay?

$249.95 x 0.80
$

$

$

$249.95  $49.99

$249.95 x 0.20
49.99

199.96

199.96

EXAMPLE:

1) Find the discount

2) Find the sale price

3) Add the tax

$199.96 x 1.15
$229.95

1) Find the sale price

1  % (decimal)

2) Add the tax

$199.96 x 1.15
$229.95

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal
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$89.99
Regular Price

What percent did you pay?

What percent did you save?

$76.49 Sale Price

$76.49 Sale Price
$89.99 Regular Price

Amount Paid
Total Amount

Amount saved
Total Amount

$76.49
$89.99

0.85
85%

=

 $89.99
-$76.49
 $ 13.50 

$13.50
$89.99

= 0.15

15%

Copy these formulas...

x 100 %

x 100 %

Determine the rate of discount in each of the following...

Rate = 30 %

Rate = 34 %

Rate = 73 %

Rate = 21 %

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal

SOLUTION...
Delete to reveal
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Which of the following is the best deal
for a new 1TB hard drive that regularly
costs $109.99 , and HST is 10%. What 
will you pay in each scenario?

Prove it

$109.99

Sale "i" (20%) Sale "ii" (  15% )

Sale "iii" (No Tax ) Sale "iv" (  25% )

109.99 x 0.80 =  $87.99
                 OR

109.99 x 0.20  = $22.00
109.99  22.00 = $88.00

109.99 x 0.85 = $93.49

87.99 x 1.10= 96.80

DIS
CO

UNT

TA
X

DIS
CO

UNT

TA
X

97.70 x 1.10 =  $102.84

$109.99
109.99 x 0.75 = $82.49

86.61 x 1.10 = $90.74

DIS
CO

UNT

TA
X
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Section 1.4 On Sale!, Build Your Skills, p46–48 


Student Resource, p37–38 


 


Build Your New Skills 


1. a) Calculate the price of a package at half price by dividing by 2. 
     


 
                   


Calculate the cost of one package at full price and one package at half price. 


$5.89 + $2.95 = $8.84 


b) First, calculate the total regular price. 


2 × $5.89 = $11.78 


Then, calculate the difference between the regular cost and sale costs for the two packages. 


$11.78 − $8.84 = $2.94 


Finally, calculate the percentage. 
     


      
       


This can be rounded to 25%. 


This can also be done mentally: one package is 50% off so you are paying 75% of the total 


price on two packages. 


 


2. a) At Rémy’s store, the total price, including HST, can be found by adding 100% and 13%, 


converting to a decimal, and multiplying the price by 1.13. 


$49.95 × 1.13 = $56.44 


At Alain’s store, subtract the discount percent, 15%, from 100%, and convert to a decimal. 


Then multiply the price by 0.85 to find the sale price. 


$55.95 × 0.85 = $47.56 


Then, calculate the sale price plus HST. 


$47.56 × 1.13 = $53.74 


b) Alain is right—with the sale, the racquet at his store is less expensive. 


 


3. a) Calculate the cost of morning highlights. Convert 15% to a decimal and subtract that 


amount from the original price. 


$55.00 × 0.15 = $8.25 


$55.00 − $8.25 = $46.75 


Calculate the cost of mid-afternoon highlights. 


$55.00 − $5.00 = $50.00 


Morning appointments will get you the lowest price on highlighting. 


b) Answers will vary but students should offer reasons for their answers. For example, the 


discount will appeal more because it allows you to save more money, or the coupon will 


appeal more because you know immediately how much you are saving without having to do 


any calculations. The time of day the person is available will also affect his or her choice. 


 


4. First, calculate the roofer’s savings with a 20% discount. Convert 20% to a decimal. 


$27.50 × 0.20 = $5.50 


Calculate your cost of materials if he passes on 50% of his discount by dividing by 2. 
     


 
       


Your discount on a square metre is $2.75. 







$27.50 – $2.75 = $24.75 


Your cost for a square metre would be $24.75. 


$24.75/m2
 × 74 m2


 = $1831.50 


Calculate his hourly rate with a 5% discount. Convert 5% to a decimal. 


$36.00 × 0.05 = $1.80 


Find the total savings on labour for 16 hours. 


$1.80 × 16 = $28.80 


You would save $28.80 on labour. 


 


5. a) Calculate the total cost of 20 fans at each store. 


The first wholesaler offers 5% off $157.00. 


Calculate the cost of one fan with the discount. 


$157.00 × 0.95 = $149.15 


Then, calculate the cost with HST. 


$149.15 × 1.15 = $171.52 


Find the cost of 20 fans. 


$171.52 × 20 = $3430.45 


The second wholesaler charges $149.00 each for orders of 10 or more. Find the cost of one 


fan, with HST. 


$149.00 × 1.15 = $171.35 


Find the cost of twenty fans. 


$171.35 × 20 = $3427.00 


b) The second wholesaler offers a better buy. 


 


6. a) Calculate the percentage of markdown each item has been given. 


Print: 


$31.99 – $19.99 = $12.00 discount 
      


      
       


The discount is 38%, rounded to the nearest percent. 


CD: 


$24.95 − $21.99 = $2.96 discount 
     


      
      


The discount is 12%. 


Bow drill replica: 


$49.99 − $24.99 = $25.00 discount 
      


      
     


The discount is 50%. 


b) Add up all the discounts. 


$12.00 + $2.96 + $25.00 = $39.96 total savings 


Or you can calculate the total regular price. 


$31.99 + $24.95 + $49.99 = $106.93 


Calculate the total sale price. 


$19.99 + $21.99 + $24.99 = $66.97 


Find the total savings. 


$106.93 – $66.97 = $39.96 







The most money is saved on the bow drill replica. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


7. a) HST is 15%. 


Calculate the regular price. 


$26.00/h × 55 h = $1430.00 


Add 15% to 100% of the total price to find 115%. Convert to a decimal and multiply. 


$1430.00 × 1.15 = $1644.50 


Calculate the discount price by subtracting 5% from 100% of the total price to find 95%. 


Convert to a decimal and multiply to find the discounted price. 


$26.00/h × 0.95 = $24.70/h 


Find the total discounted price before tax. 


$24.70/h × 55h = $1358.50 


Find the total price, including tax. 


$1358.50 × 1.15 = $1562.28 


Calculate the savings. 


$1644.50 − $1562.28 = $82.22 


Your total savings are $82.22. 


b) Similarly, calculate the second person’s savings. 


$26.00 × 60 × 1.15 = $1794.00 regular price 


$24.70 × 60 × 1.15 = $1704.30 discount price 


$1794.00 − $1704.30 = $89.70 


The total savings are $89.70. 


Then, calculate the difference in what you saved. 


$89.70 − $82.22 = $7.48 


The owners of the second house save $7.48 more than you do. 
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Section 1.3 Setting a Price, Build Your Skills, p43–44 


Student Resource p32–33 


 


Build Your New Skills 


 


These solutions were worked out using the tax rates in effect at the time of publication and 


are included on p. 29 of the student book. 


 


1. As a percentage, the regular price plus the markup is 100% plus 60%, which equals 


160%. 


1.60 × $22.75 = $36.40 a shirt 


 


2. $49.95 + (2 × $129.95) = $309.85 


HST is 13%. 
  


   
      


0.13 × $309.85 = $40.28 


The total HST paid on the items is $40.28. 


$309.85 + $40.28 = $350.13 


The total cost of the items, including tax, is $350.13. 


 


3. $49.95 + $129.95 = $179.90 


As a percentage, the St. John’s price plus the markup is 100% plus 10%, which equals 110%. 


$179.90 × 1.10 = $197.89 


As a percentage, the PEI price with PST and GST is 100% plus 5% GST plus 10% PST, or 


115%. 


$197.89 × 1.15 = $227.57 


You would pay $227.57 for a hard hat and a pair of steel-toed boots in PEI. 


 


4. As a percentage, the regular price plus the markup is 100% plus 25%, or 125%. 


The sink: 


$89.95 × 1.25 = $112.44 


The bathtub: 


$639.95 × 1.25 = $799.94 


2 faucets: 


2 × $74.95 = $149.90 


$149.90 × 1.25 = $187.38 


Add to find the total she charged her customer, excluding tax. 


$112.44 + $799.94 + $187.38 = $1099.76 


 


5. a) 50 × $3.50 = $175.00 


175 × $3.99 = $698.25 


250 × $2.00 = $500.00 


$175.00 + $698.25 + $500.00 = $1373.25 


Her total income is $1373.25. 


b) 100 × $3.50 = $350.00 


100 × $2.00 = $200.00 


She receives $150.00 more income if she sells 100 quarts directly from her farm. Students 


may suggest that she would sell to a wholesaler because she may receive large orders from 







wholesalers or she may not be able to sell all her crop directly or at the farmers’ market. 


 


6. a) $2.50 × 1.15 = $2.88 


The new unit price would be $2.88. 


b) First, find the difference in price per person. 


$2.88 − $2.50 = $0.38 


Then, find the difference for 100 people. 


$0.38 × 100 = $38.00 


She would make $38.00. 


c) Student answers will vary but should show they have considered various options such as 


trying to source less expensive ingredients and supplies; making her portions per person 


smaller; or trying to find ways she can be more efficient with her time, including perhaps 


hiring a delivery person. 


 


7. Answers will vary but students may suggest discounts of as much as 50%, since that is a 


fairly common discount for out-of-season items. Students should recognize that Marie’s 


profits will be lower, but that some revenue is better than no revenue on those items. Marie’s 


reasoning would be that she has paid for these items and that it’s best if she tries to recover 


some of the money she spent. 


 


Extend Your Thinking 


 


8. First, convert kilograms to grams. 


10 kg × 1000 = 10 000 g 


Find the unit price per gram. 
       


        
           


Calculate the price for 250 g. 


250 g × $0.0175 = $4.38 


a) Student answers will vary but they should consider overhead costs such as the rent and 


utilities for the store; equipment costs such as a display fridge for the cheese and knives or 


other tools; materials for displaying, storing, and packaging the cheese such as plastic wrap; 


and staff time for stocking, cutting, and serving the cheese. 


b) $4.38 × 1.40 = $6.13 


It would cost $6.13 for 250 grams. 


c) Since the customer is getting a discount of 15%, they are paying 85% of the original price 


(100% − 15%). 


$6.13 × 0.85 = $5.21 


The price would be $5.21. 


d) Yes, you would still be making a gross profit. 


$5.21 − $4.38 = $0.83 


But you would also need to consider whether this smaller margin would cover your 


additional costs, as discussed in a). 
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